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MINOR LEAGUE
The new XFL hopes to convey
its message of "original game,
new attitude."
See: Page

ritain's decision
to allow limited
cloning of human
-embryos outraged some
and intrigued others.
Students and faculty of
Eastern gives their
responses to the highly
debatable topic.
See: Page
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British cloning legislation raises debate

Human embryo experimentation given go-ahead
What Eastern students
have to say about the
issue ...
"I don't agree with cloning
at all. I just find it to be
completely unethical... The
more basis we have for
cloning the more we stretch
the limit, the more we can
stretch it all together. I
believe we should draw the
line and just keep it there. I
don't believe in cloning
humans."

-Rebecca Shoen
Sophomore, English Ed.

"I'm kind of of the opinion
that once a person is
conceived, that's
considered true life. That's
playing with mother nature a
little too much. . .I'm not
opposed to experiments,
but when it comes to life
and death, there 's two forms
of life: life before birth and
life after birth. "

-Jame Mask
J11111or English Secondary Ed

"I wou/dn 't agree with it. I
guess I just don ' t like people
messing around wi th
nature.. . "

-Tyler Campbell
Freshmun, B11s111ess Ad.nun

Lucy Dukes
R,porrer-

ln a decision meant to advance medical
technology, but fraught with ethical complications, England passed legislation on Jan.
22 allowing cloning of human embryos for
experimentation up to 14 days.
The new law will facilitate research on stem
cells, "totipotent" cells which can be manipulated to grow into any kind of tissue, said
Dr. Don Lightfoot, a biotechnology expert at
Eastern Washington University.
Because stem calls can become any kind of
cell under the right conditions, they can be
used to combat tissue related diseases
Lightfoot said.
Using these cells, he said, doctors would
be able to grow skin for burn victims and
organs for patients needing transplants.
Brain degenerative diseases such as
Parkinson's could be fought with stem cell
injections into the brain, Lightfoot said.
Although these cells can be found in adult
bone mar row and circulating in the bodies of
newborn babies, he explained, those in embryos are less damaged and therefore particularly helpful to researchers.
While analogous research has been performed on animal embryos, subtle differences
between animal and human biology limit the
usefulness of this approach, said Lightfoot.
"Humans are usually more complex," he
said.
While the potential medical applications
are enormously valuable, the bigger issue 1s
the ethical complications raised by the cloning Jnd then discarding of humJn embryos,
Lightfoot explained.
The question we must answer to begin
resolving these ethical issues, said Donna
McKereghan, lecturer of Philosophy and Ethics teacher at Eastern, is, "ls it a human being?"
To answer this question, we must determine when life begins, an impossible task,
said Lightfoot, because "life does not begin .
It's a continual."
Eggs and sperm are alive too, Lightfoot
said.
The two-week cutoff was inevnably arbitrary, he said, because there exists "no dead
phase anywhere along the line."
An argument against cloning and experimentation on embryos is one commonly
used against abortion, said McKereghan, that
allowing such research would devalue human
life in general.
Human life, however, is not exactly inviolable, she said, citing "just wars" as an example.
Even if we decide the embryos are human
beings, we would have to ask "When is the
sacnf1ce of human life Justified>"
McKereghan said.

.._ Dr. Don Lightfoot, a biotechnology expert, says cloning human
embryos could lead to medical breakthroughs.
If 100 embryos were sacrificed to save 1000
--------lives, she said, society would have to ask "Is
that justified?"
The danger of making lives disposable is
not only an important issue to medical and
secular ethics, but one with religious overtones as well.
While Bob Elfers, pastor of the Chi Alpha [God's Ambassadors] has no problem
with preventing disease by advancing medical
technology, he <lraws the line at experimenting upon human embryos.
"The Bible says 'I formed you in the
womb,"' he said, adding that God has a special plan for everyone before people are even
conceived.
After all, said Elfers, "You're God's idea,
not Mom and Dad's idea ."
The same would be true of the embryos
upon which researchers will perform experiments.
Elfers also expressed concern that once
such experimentation is allowed, the temptation to tamper with the gene pool will be too
strong for humankind to resist.
"I'd hate to see people sick," he said, but
added "we go overboard. Man likes to selfishly use things "
Human beings may try to create a healthy
society by eradicating genetic diseases, he said,
but "God says you're my handiwork."
Lightfoot addressed breaking these kinds
of ethical rules.
He said that while a very few unethical scientms do exist, such behavior makes most
people "very edgy "
Science must be honest, he said, because
"knowledge can move forward if you' re not
dmracted by dishonest knowledge."

"I think it's a good idea that
we should do that. I don't
think there's a problem with
it. .. lt's something to do that
we can learn from. "

-Michelle Flores
Freshman, Comp. Programming

"Cloning should take
place . .. They can only be
used to help. I don't believe
they are people because I
don't believe they have a
soul."

-Rob Louis
Junior. Film

"I think that's fine. It's good.
It's going to help us in the
future. It's probably wrong,
but it's for the better of
mankind. "

-Jeremy Valdez
Ju111or, Elementan .\lath

visit us at www.easterneronfine.com
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Environmental club keeps it clean
Club members work in an
effort to keep our habitat
clean and natural
Ursula Klee
~

Eastern Environmental [E.E!J is an environmental group, but there is more to
them than "hugging trees." One of the
monos that many Eastern Environmental
members stand by explains their drive and
mode of action on campus, and in their
personal lives: "Sentiment without action
is the ruin of the soul."
This quotation by Edward Abbey, an avid
environmentalist who has influenced many
of the E.E! members through his writings,
can be found on many E.E! fliers and brochures around campus. Eastern Environmental is not about to wait for the action
to come to them. Instead, this highly motivated group is raking on the responsibility of educating and activating the students
of EWU on local environmental and related
social and economic justice issues. Their
agenda for this quarter is packed with outings, films, speakers, weekly meetings, and
event plannmg for spring quarter.

Eastern Environmental was founded in
1993 to promote environmental awareness
and activism, bur it has evolved to include
social activism as an interconnected issue.
Interests represented by E.E! members include environmental campaigns, political
and social issues, bioregionalism, direct action, voluntary simplicity, deep ecology and
wilderness preservation.
This organization is made up of students from a broad range of disciplines with
diverse personal interests. Organizers include geology major eil Beaver, and Alex
eumann, an English/ Anthropology major. The faculty advisor for the group is Dr.
Paul Lindholdt from rhe English depart-

sues that concern them. They have worked
with the Kettle Range Conservation Group
to help protect unprotected wilderness areas in Washington and throughout the
orthwest. They are closely affiliated with
the Friends of Turnbull [Turnbull arional
Wildlife Refuge] in an attempt to protect
the Channeled Scablands south of Cheney,
including the many lakes, basalt rock formations and canyons that are the home to
diverse wildlife populations. E.E! also
works together with the Wild Washington
Campaign and the Upper Columbia Regional Group of the Sierra Club, supporting each other in their concerns for the en-

ment.

Another issue that E.E! has focused
much of their energy on is raising awareness of urban sprawl. They are primarily
concerned with the sprawl, which is taking
place in Cheney, as they push for sustainable de,·elopment in the surrounding community.

As a group and as individuals, members
of E.E! engage in a variety of campaigns
and educational events on campus. They
bring in speakers and bold forums. show
films, have informational tables and weekly
meetings, fight for campus waste reform
[recycling, composing, etc.], push for socially responsible business relationships on
the part of the Uni,·ersity (non-sweatshopmade products], sponsor outdoor activities, and participate in volunteer work and
community service projects.
Eastern Environmental also works with
local grassroots organizations on major is-

Collins Family
Dentistry

vironment.

ative salmon preservation is also an

important regional issue for many E.E!
members. They have held a salmon forum
at Eastern, have gone to many public hearings held in the Spokane area, and are ready
to support other active groups to protect
salmon on the Snake and Columbia Rivers
and their tributaries.

* FRE E TE ETH WHITENING *
nith comprrhrn,iH nt'~ palirnt f\am.
\-raJ'i & de.-nin!!
(lerlh ~h1lt'1llnl!.

A tuition increase at Eastern Washington University is likely on the way, but university officials do not know the extent of
the probable increase said Stefani Pettit,
Eastern's public information officer.
Governor Locke's proposed budget
cuts university funding by 2%, but both
the state House of Representatives and
Senate must still submit their own proJXS-
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E.E! has also invited Julien Powers to
speak on global warming. The organizat1on
is planning to hold an Earth Day fair and a
Turn Off Your TV promotion. Dates and
other specific details of these evems are currently undecided. E.E! is also hoping to
coordinate a triathlon in the Channeled Scablands surrounding Cheney this spring, but
no dare has yet been set.
Eastern Environmental meets Thursdays at 4:00 p.m. in PUB, Room 357 (next
to the computer lab]. E.E! encourages the
curious and t he aware, the sentimental and
the active students of Eastern, to come and
join in a grassroots campus campaign for
the environment. They can be reached anytime

at

easrernenvironmen t al@hotmail.com. For
more information, call 1eil at 509-455-4269.

Tuition increase
now likely at· EWU
&p,,,,,-
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Lucy Dukes

You Deser.e a Gorgcou

This winter quarter, Eastern Environmental is planning seve ral events, Howie
Wolke- co-founder of Earth First!, and author of Wilderness On the Rocks- will be
speaking at EWU on Friday, February 9 at
7:30 p.rn. in rhe JFK Auditorium. "Subdivide and Conquer: A Modern Western,• a
movie about sprawl in rhe intermountain
west, will be presented Thursday, February
22 at 5:00 p.m., also in rhe JFK Audito-

ORGAN DONOR?
mt 'IE Yell lC.l.V8rT ! Olli YOUR fAIIH.J.

als before a final budget can be crafted, Pettit
explained.
While funding is likely to be reduced, mandatory salary increases and escalating energy
costs make the cut problematic, Pettit said.
Eastern is trying to resolve this conflict by
reducing expenditures, she said, targeting especially utility com.
There are, for example, signs in every Eastern restroom requesnng the lights be turned
off upon exit.
"\X'e're not going to do this on the backs
of the students," Pettit said
The university does not want to raise tuition, she added, "we just don't."
But reducing am,iliary services may not be
enough to ward off raised tuit1on.
The un1Yersny 1s now exam1n1ng wavs to

raise revenue, considering both rncreasmg runion and ra1smg housmg and dming costs,
Pettit saJd
Eastern officials may not knov. whether
or not tu1uon will have to be raised until com•
mencement, she said, although they hope to
find out earlier
Meanwhile, turn out the Ii his when ou
leave.

visit us at www. easterneron6ne. com
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Dr. Drew draws capacity crowd
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Dr. Drew Pinsky is a board certified physician
and an addiction medicine specialist.

~o experiment? And how old
do you think kids should be
when they find out about sex?"
A. "Well, forthe first question I see Loveline as a means
for rhe public to receive council
and guidance... In a survey,
young people said that the best
time to learn about sex is 'when
I am ready, or when I ask'."
Q. "What do you think
about the snowball effect of
meth amphetamines?"
A. " ... If speed is taken two
or three times a week for two to
three weeks, there will be a noticeable difference. Ir mainly
causes paranoia with close relationships,~ommonly starting
with 'Mom and Dad know
about it, they know I'm doing
speed'. Ecstasy is by far the
most dangerous drug. Small exposures are equal to years of
speed."
Q. "What is the wildest
question you've ever heard?"

Joy Wysong
Rqx,,rer

Sex, drugs and rock and roll. Dr. Drew is a
fountain of information on two of these three
topics. Although Dr. Drew Pinsky practiced
opera for twelve years, his true passion was helping people, not to sim ply entertain. Dr. Drew
started doing Love line in 1983, three years into
medical school. Loveline turned our to be the
most successful informational show dealing with
drugs and sex.
At the "Eastern Dialogues" Friday, Dr. Drew
co=ented on his first experiences with late
night radio; "I to this day remember sining there
listening to the most important medical issues."
He also informed the audience that this was the
time when .\IDS was known by a much less
common and politically incorrect tide; GRIDSGay Related Immunodeficiency Syndrome.
All attendees at Showalter on Friday night
knew that Dr. Drew's plane was canceled-setting him back over an hour and half. Through a
slew of on-the-spot entertainment, Showalter
Auditorium remained filled. There was an uncanny Chris Farley impression, karaoke, jokes
from the audience. the vocal and guitar stylings
A. "First call of the night
ofisaac Grambo and Jason Thayer, The Rock
Maggie Miller/Eas1emer
and the caller started off by sayHouse Dance, and many others. When Dr. Drew
• Albeit a bit late, Dr. Drew Pinsky spoke
ing 'you seem really openwas announced, applause was just as loud as if
Friday night--wait, that's Saturday morning at minded ... me and my dog
he had arrived on time.
Brutus ... ' He had trained his
Dr. Drew Pinsky, who was obviously tired Showalter Auditorium.
dog to have sex with him. The
from his trip to Cheney, thanked the crowd profusely for sticking around. I don't think many that Adam gets the emotional part of the fascinating part was the reaction from the audipeople have heard this man cuss, but after shak- show?"
ence. People were furious."
ing the podium and throwing our a few lines
A. "Well Adam is a genius .. ."
Q. "Did you enjoy yourtime on Big
about it being "twelve-ten in the bleeping mornQ. "Do you think upbringing has to Brother?"
ing" everyone was awake and cheering.
do with people lashing out when they get
A. "No, that was painful..."
To open, Dr. Drew said he wanted to get one older>"
Q. "Would someone give up drinkA, "Yes, absolutely, bur some part ing for me?"
major idea across: "Learn about integrity and
how integrity can lead to instinct, not attraction, of me wams to say 'Why can't you learn? The
A. "If it were a mutual relationship,
instinct." Then, he followed with a few ideas on thinking part of the brain is dominated by the yes. However, alcoholics couldn't do it."
the differences between men and women, "Men feeling part and the feeling part doesn't change
Q. "Do birth control pills cause cancer?"
are worried about themselves. When it pertains much. These people do very chaotic and strange
A. "To my knowledge, they reduce the risk
of everything."
to their life and career. Men will marry when they things."
Q. "I have two questions. Do you
are ready. Being ready is a big dung. Women are
Around 1:30 in the morning, Dr. Drew
worried about men. 'How could they do that? think Loveline is adding to the public's desire wrapped things up.
How could they be that way? Why do they dig
lesbians?' Men think in a very simplistic way; one is good, two is bener. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
There isn't a language for women.
•
They are always trying to understand :
men's language."
1853 I ST Street
Then, abandoning his usual lecture •
(across from Excell Foods)
format, he went straight to questions :
235-2122
to liven things up and keep it short.
•
Some of the dialogues went as fol•
lows:
Quality chiropractic treatment for your
Q. "Some people say homoback pain, neck pain, and headaches
sexuality 1s genetic ... "
Friendly
hometown atmosphere
A. "Clearly there are genetic
Dr I ,1t 11Tn B.itl1111 ,t
Call for free consultation
and environmental issues with
Chiropractor
that ... however, it obviously hasn't
been worked out."
u
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Billy Mills celebrates unity, diversity

February 1, 2001

Gold medalist gives
motivational speech to
students Monday
Brian Triplett
Col!)• l:.di/fJr

On Monday, Olympic gold medallist B_il ly
t\lills spoke in Showalter Hall. 11,lills is perhaps
best known as the only American who ever won
the 10,000-meter run ll1 the Summer Olympics.
\v'1nn1ng that race in 28 minutes -and 24.4 seconds back in 1964 made }um a track and field
legend. Sports Illustrated recently named him
South Dakota's athlete of the twentieth century.
He holds seven American track and field records
and four world records.
However, Billy .Mills IS not just defined by
his arhlecic achievements. l\.Lills is a Lakota Sioux
elder who has become a role model for Native
,\mencans everywhere. He has worked with orphanages m Guatemala, Hatti, and a.trob1. .-\s
the national spokesperson for Runrung Strong
For . \merican l ndian Youth, he has kept busy
over rhe past 10 years ra1s111g monqr for a vanety

of projects that have helped Native ,-\mericans,
includmg [bur not limited to] a program that
helps battered women, food banks, and dialysis

[his] 62-year old body."
1'..[ills used this anecdote as a clever storytelling
device to segue into making some comments
clinics.
about racism and stereotypes. He shared stories
His achievements
'about his days as a runas a runner and his life
ner for the University of
Kansas-such as being
srorr inspired a movie
called
"Running
prevented from joining
Brave" that starred
a fraternity because of
Robbie Benson. Durhis race, or the N CA., Vs
relucrance to run his
ing his speech, !\!ills
photograph with the
jokingly discussed his
other winners each of
friendship with the
Mills
the three times he made
29-year old actor [who
Olympic Gold Medalist
,-\ 11 -.-\ mericanis perhaps best known
that
foI providing the
helped provide a vivid
voice of the Beast in Disney's "Beauty and the snapshot of what life was Wee for Native .-\meriBeastn] and announced in a mock-dramatic cans and members of other minorities back in
fash10n "I acknowledge Robbie Benson is faster
the l 950s and 1960s. Throughout his life, ~lills
rhan me."
Gust like countless other Native _-\.mericans] has
had to endure a variety of forms of subtle and
Billy Mills told a great story about a fun run
they participated in together where people got blatant abuse simply because of his skin color
the two men confused. ,\lills said he overheard and culrural heritage. The reminders were very
effective.
somebody say "Here comes the running Indian
guy-Robbie Benson!" . -\ fter a perfectly timed
He also eloquentl}' discussed his passion for
pause, he s~ud "Robbie is Jewish., He went on
"unity through global diversity." i''1ills extolled
to describe how Robbie Benson beat him in the
the v1rrues of the trndiuonal Siou., warrior- bravrace by "pulling several 29-year old moves on ery, wisdom, generosity, and fortitude- and talked

"Your life is a g;n from the
Creator. Your um back to
the Creator is What you do
With your lifc."
-Billy

about applying those pnnciples m our daily hves.
He talked about the fact that people from all
races and walks of life can have "character, dignity, hope, beauty, and pride." He wanted us all
to know rhat it was possible to "achieve somerhmg no one else in the world will ever accomplish" if we SJmply find a dream and follow it.
He also discussed the value of mentormg, becoming responsible for others, and learnmg urhe
balance of humility."
~fills stressed the importance of learmng to
"differentiate between profit at all cost and profit
for mankrnd." This is important 1n our constantly changing world, he said. The easter path
is the selfish one. The more difficult path, where
the needs of others outweigh one's own is ultimately more rewarding. He also discussed the
importance of introspection m terms of achieving personal happiness. c.lills told the audience
that his father told him the secret of life IS that
"You Q1ave toj look inside. Find a pasS1on within
you. You can't just look outward."
Billy ~!ills' ideals are values that are appropnate for everyone, no matter what his or her personal beliefs or ethnic background happen to
be. He closed by saying "Your life is a gift from
the Creator. Your gift back to the Creator IS
what you do wuh your life."

Fund established for Koty
.\ benevolent fund has been set up by
the communay of Camas, \Xlash., for the
family of 1n1ured Eastern Washington
Un1verstty freshman rrack and field arh lete Kelsey Kory.
The fund IS being sponsored by the
Columbia Gorge Charter Chapter of the
~\mer1c:1n Business \"'('omen's .\ssoc1at1on
Hl Camas to help defray expenses for

Koty and her family. Donat10ns may be
made ar any Bank of .-\menca branch, account number 66864281 Checks can be
made out to "-\BW.\ for Kelsey Kory"
and may also be mailed to . .-\B\X'.-\ Kelscl' Kory; P.O . Box 572. Camas, W,-\
98607
.\ 2000 Camas High ~chool graduate,
Kory rerna1ns 111 cnucal cond1t1on at Dea-

Join us at
Affair At The Falls
510 N Lincoln St
Friday. 1\1arch 9, 200 l
12:00 ~ 2:00
For a Businc , Etiquette Luncheon
Hosted by, Dr. Pam Weigand
fkouiht to you b ',
Alpha K.tppa Psi & SIFC 1n rnn1uncl1on with lhc
f\\'l Collt::_;;e oi Bus111c:s and Pnbltl Adrnm1strat1on.

For ti kct reservations please call 358-2255

coness ~Iedical Cenrer in Spokane as the
result of a head injury suffered Jan . 13 in
the Early Bird Open Indoor Track and
Field ~leer at Thorpe f'ieldhouse in
Cheney, Wash.
Paula Buhman of the Camas .-1.BW.\
sa,d the Camas Lions Club has donated
S1,000 to begin the campaign, and urges
others to 101n with rhem.

VirusAIIJII
There is currently a virus named
W95.MTX circulating through
computers on campus. It affects
any PC running Windows. The
virus apparently transmits itself
through .pif files, so be wary of
any of those that are e-mailed to
you. If your co mpute r is infected,
c all So ftware Support at 6111 or the
H elp Line at 2247, and you will be
placed o n a list to be disinfected.

:iL·~. ·, .
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California power companiesuse deregulation to cry mercy
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PG&E fi lters profits to parent company and begs government for aid while customers pay out
Dara Purvis

Dady TrD)"n (U. Southern Cal,fomia)

{U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES- California has a
rather~problemwithelectricity.ltisaveryserious
crisis, andone that could strongly influence the furure
path of the government vs. big business battle. Heady
significance to the consequences of deregulation? Well,
yes. But the issues deregulation has brought up are
not as simplistic as many would have you think
Many involved in the crisis, especially the power
companies, frame the problem as a matter of pure
economics: excess demand has crippled the system.
True, excess demand is one of the causes, but the
power companies were counting on that excess when
they decided to back deregulation so strenuously. The
only "pure economics" in this whole mess is the
pure, unadulterated greed of the power generators
and sellers, and how that greed is debilitating the
citizens caught in the middle.
Before deregulation, the power industry was supervised and overseen by the government of California via the Public Utilities Commission. Generation
and sale of power were regulated on the premise that
tbereareceruinnec=ities,suchaselearicity,rharpeople
need to live. People must have lights, they must be
able to heat their houses and cook their food electricity was considered so vital to the well-being of
the Californian populace, that it could not be left to
the capricious tides and swells ofthe free market.
In the swing to the ideological right of the last
decade, however, concern for the basic elements of

f) I Ne.(

livability was thrown to the wayside in favor of unregulated economic competition. Ir was asserted that
competition in the utilities market would be beneficial, both for the power companies unrestrained by
the "dead hand" of government, and for the conswners now given a wide variety of choice, which
would drive the market price for electricity down.
The fim problem with this plan is there are two
conflicting interests. The consumers count on the fact
therev.-ill actually bea large supply of power, meeting
and even exceeding the demand so much the price
goes down, or at the very least remains stable. But the
companies jumping into the electricity market hope
for an excess of demand over supply, so the price will
be driven up.
The second contributing mistake is the assumption that there would be many companies jumping
into the market and providing electricity to California.
It is essential for the ideal competition that deregulation was supposed to provide that there be a wide
market of suppliers, so that no single one of them
could influence the market price.
Even if there's a huge supply of a product, if one
company (ora select few) controls the supply, they can
simply withhold their product, driving the price up.
This is why OPEC can be such a pain - it restricts
production of oil so tharthe price shoots up.
A basic example of the false promise of deregulation, one that its supporters somehow failed to notice,
is the deregulation of the airline industry: that was also
supposed to lower prices through competition.
Yet all it meau was that large companies bought

up smaller ones, including American Airlines' recent
purchase of TWA, with the result that two companies now control 70 percent of the airline market.
And with that kind of control, they can gouge consumers as much as they please, because there's no
alternative for consumers to select.
When deregulation went into effect, PG&E sold
off its plants to go into the more lucrative distribution part of the business. It also made the mistake of
assuming wholesale prices of electricity would stay
low or get even lower, and thus didn't sign any longterm contracts with the power providers.
At first things were going exactly the way the companies wanted just enough excess demand to triple
people's electric bills. The providers were happy, PG&E
was happy, and PG&E Corp., the "parent cornpany"
of PG&E that siphons off the subsidiary's revenue,
was extra-happy.
But then demand out-shot supply so excessively
that there wasn't enough power to go around, no
matter how high the price went up. This happened
because Califomia hasn't been building new plants.
But this is not, as George W. Bush would have
you believe, because of those nasty environmental
regulations.
First, it's because nobody likes a power plant in
their backyard. A proposed plant in the San Jose area
that was backed by the Sierra Club as being safe and
environmentally sound was vetoed by a nearby dotcom that thought it would ruin the view out of its
officewindows.
Second, California has been notoriously unsuc-

cessful at building plants - for example, not one
but two nuclear power facilities were built on top of
earthquake fault lines, something you'd think Californians would know to look out for by now.
And third, back to greed-why would the power
companies want to make more plants when, by n,
srrictingsupply and not building any more, they can
make more money? So the solution to the entire crisis
is not to forget about those silly environmental rt>strictions and standards.
Quite frankly, I think that's plainly the most stupid idea Bush has ever come up with. (Nor that I
believe he came up with it himself).
The fault for the energy crisis does not fall on the
environmental regulations, and it does not fall upon
consumers for using too much electricity. (Although
conservation would help.) The fault for the crisis falls
squarely upon the utility companies.
The most infuriating aspect? Those same companies are making themselves out to be the victims.
PG&E is crying bankruptcyanddemandinghelpfrom
the government. But PG&E Co., as mentioned
above, is legally distinct from PG&E Corp.,theparent
company that gets the profits when times are good.
The electricity companies used deregulation to rope
in as much profit as they could, funneled it upstairs
and now that their pyramid scheme has collapsed
around them, are wailing for help.
It seems pretty clear that the whole process of
deregulation has been one massive experiment by the
power companies in how to make a quick buck, and
the consumers are the ones who will have to pay.
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Could I get your number baby? Or maybe I'll give you mme ... Easterner
Steven}. Barry
Assistant &licor

Fancy having your identification stolen? No, not your Eagle Card or your
driver's license-your identification. Your
persona, your bank account, your medical
history,your driving record; in essence, you
on file. No? Neither do most people. Actually, mo.stpeoplearen'rwhollyconcemed
with the matter. There is one piece of information, however, that could give someone access to the aforementioned items
and more if they were able to get it from
you.

Getting it from you isn't that difficult
of a task, either; you probably give it our
on an almost daily basis. Thar piece of
information is your Student Identification

The

Number.Ir's being used this very minute
in dozens of databases on campus and
it's primed on everytranSCript, receipt, or
billing statement you receive from the university as well as yow-Eagle Card.
How could this be possible? H ow
could such a seemingly unimportant
nwnber, used only to make sure I don't
get mixed up with everyone else be so
dangerously tossed around, within the
reach of any half-motivared criminal? It's
possible because, as most of you already
knowfullwell,yow-student!D.number
is in fact yow-social serurity number.Yes,
the two are one in the same.
Fortunately for us, ow-good buddies in
thestatelegislaturearelookingourforus.
A bill being proposed by beth the
house and the senate (HB 1381, SB 5509),
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In my day ...cartoons had plot
Zan Lanouette
Editorial Assistant

Aaah. The soothing effects of those
classic cartoons we hate to forget and all
love to remember. Unfortunately, for
today's generation of kids, cartoons area 't
what they used to be.
Most television viewers of today will
undoubtedly agree with me on the themes
and content of the current cartoons. The
cartoons writcen and drawn for current
programming are disgusting, disturbing,
and nightmarish. They depict nothing bur
death, sick humor, toiler jokes, and general violence. We old-timers shake our
heads, close our eyes, and let visions of
frolicking My Little Ponies, smiling Care
Bears, and miserlyScroogeMcDuckdance
in our heads.
Let's step back to the joyful eighties
and early nineties and into a T.V. world
where things are Smurfy, the Rescue Rangers are on the case, and the Gummy Juice
is brewing on Grammy'sstove.
Full of plot, color, and purpose, the
old cartoons tell meaningful morals, and
gripping story lines. The modem cartoons
have no purpose and truly waste the half
an hour of allotced time. Plots are key and
the oldies but goodies emphasize just these.
For all you girls out there-do you
recall the exciting world ofJem) This cartoon was the epitome of" exciting adventure, fashion, and fame." Erica was the
model businesswoman until she decided
to gee funky and change into Jemwith the
touch of an earring and the assistance of

her hologram machine, Synergy, back
home.From then on, she and her glamorous rock band, The Holograms, took
over the city as they marched wits and
music against The Misfits and modeled
all types of cool clothes, cars, and hairstyles. Whocouldforgetthisexciting USA
cartoon) Afterall, "onceyou'reaJemgirl,
you're never the same!"
For the beys outthe~who remembers the action-packed episodes of the
Transformers?They're"morethanmeets
the eye." The heroic Autobets take on the
nefariousDecepcioons,prev:ulingeveryday.
The Transformers were from the far-off
planet Cybenron. The Autobotswere
led by the noble Opcimus Prime in their
adventures. 'lne Oecepticonswereled by
the machiavellian Megatron, who would
tum into an inrmudating rifle. The
Aut9bocs' main mission was to save us

humans from the Decepticons and did
so by transforming into everything from
a Volkswagen Beetle to a portable stereo.
Times were tough, but good prevailed.
So you see, the wonderful, enriching
cartoons of our youth may be discontinued, but are not forgotten. We cannot
end this without naming a few more of
the masterpieces as to not leave out any
important characters and stories. Don't
forget Ducktales, Thundercats,He-Man,
She-Ra, Rescue Rangers, My Little Ponies,
Gurnmy Bears, Denver the Last Dinosaur, T alespin, murfs, F raggle Rock,
Muppet Babies, Alf Tales, and last but
not least, Scooby- Doo.

if passed into law, would require "institutions of higher education" in Washingron
state to come up with a system of student
identification rhat does not useyow-SSN.
Sounds pretty cut and dried to me. Ir's
hard to think of anyone who would be
opposed to such a measure.
Sadly enough, there are plenty of people
opposed to rhe bills, and I'll bet you most
of them work at an "institution of higher
education."
Why?Whywouldanyonewanttosubject students to rhe possibility of things
like credit card fraud by continuing to prim
their social security numbers as often asa
high school cheerleader writes down her
phone number? Because in either case, it's
just rhe easiest way to do things. Just abeur
everyone opposed to the bill is opposed
to it simply because it would require some
extra work on their part.
Ok, let's be fair. It would be quite a
hairy task to reassign student I.D. numbers to everyone on campus. Anyone with
a basic comprehension of eighth-grade
math could come up with a system of
assigning unique numbers to each student, bur to actually implement it would
mean that every department on campus
would have to convert each student's file
in theircfu-ectoryto reflect the new number and that every student on campus

would need a new Eagle Card. There
would also most certainly be a period of
limbo when the numbers were being
changed that would spawn massive administrative chaos.
You know what? That's OK. Ir's
gonna be worth it in the long run. You
know what kind of horrible stuff people
can do if they get a hold of your social
security number? Think abeut it-that
plus a dare of birth equals access to
E.L.V.LS. Ever hear abeur the guy who
completed a whole quarter only to find
out he had been disenrolled a monrh and
a half before hand? Tme sto,y. It could
happen to you. Also, rhe IRS will disclose
detailed tax information to anyone who
can provide them with a social security
number. Sorry, criminals, bur we' re going
to stop the list there. Any other uses for
social serurity numbers you wantto know
you're going to have to find out by trial
anderrcr. So what's the ttlcimate point here?
Write Olympia and tell them to pass this
doggone thing into law. Unless you're a
criminal whoenjoysstealingsocialserurity
numbers and relies on receipts and bills in
university dumpsters to find rhem. Then
write and tell them nor to. Bur orherwise,
help rhe measure get passed into lawforyourownsecurity.

Please Contribute! !
Students who wish to contribute to the Nostalgia
Corner, or wish to expess their opinion on other
issues around campus can send their entries to us
at:
The Easterner
Op-Ed contribution
Eastern Washington University
Hargreaves Hall 119
Cheney WA. 99004
Disclaimer: Contributions to the Easterner are at the
discretion of the editorial staff and are not necessarily run. Our policy is to run any and all entries on
relevant topics, as space allows. Entries should be
submitted with a phone number and e-mail address.
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Letters to tli..e
<Editor

1(udos t Adrian for

the good work

Sorry for the belated congratulations on the great coverage on Gatto's
Pizza. It's great to have a campus newspaper reach o ut and report on
community as well as campus happenings. EWU and Cheney need LO
be one interlinked system. Kudos to Adrian for a good story. Keep up
the good work. Any news on the downtown revitalization project I
keep hearing so many good things about???

Letters to the Editor
Please type your letter. restricting
it 10 250 words Include your full name,
signature and telephone number for
verification. We reserve the right not to
publish lcuers. and all prinled material is
subject to editing. Letters must be received
by Tuesday at 3 p.m 10 be published in
the following Thursday issue

Send letters to :

The Easterner
EWU, Hargreaves # I I 9
Cheney, WA 99004

Disclaimer
-• The Easterner provides a forum for

our readers m express their opinions and
concerns. Letters-to-the-editor as well as
advenisements do not necessarily reflect
the opinions of The Easterner staff or
EWU.
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Calendar of
Events
Friday- February 2
• CCI Camp Group: PUB MPR
♦ Florence and Earle Stewart Book Scholarship applica
tions available in Academic Affairs in Showalter Hall room
220 until 5 p.m. of February 9m.
♦ Investment Club meeting: PUB 357 at 9 a.m .
♦ Spokane Chiefs vs. Portland Winter Hawks: Spokane
Arena at 7 p.m.
Saturday- February 3
♦ Snow van to Schweitzer Mountain: departs at 7 a.m. cost: $9
♦ W omen's Basketball at M ontana
♦ EWU H ockey Club vs. U niversity of Idaho: Planet Ice
♦ Men's Basketball vs. Montana: Reese Court
Monday- February 5
• GECC meeting: PUB 302
♦ Rules Committee meeting: Showalter 309
♦ Disney W o rld interviews: PUB 263-265
Tuesday- February 6
♦ Bible Study: PUB 321 at 12 p.m.
Wednesday- February 7
• EWU Cycling C lub: PUB at 12 p.m.
• WYSIWYG-Comic Craig Robinson: PUB MPR at 7 p.m.
♦ Wednesday Bake Sales: Isle Hall from 8- 12 p.m.
♦ EWU Pagan Society: PUB 302 from 12-2 p.m.
• Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship: PUB 206 at 8: 10 p.m.
♦ Fi lm:Jesus' Son: The Met at 3:15, 5:45, and 8:10 p.m.
♦ Moonlight Snowshoe Trip: PUB311 at3 p.m.
Thursday, February 8
♦ Eastern Environmental Club: PUB 357 from 4-5 p.m.
• UAC meeting: PUB 302
♦ Men's Basketball at Weber State

TEACH IN CALIFORNIA!
2001-2002 School Year
SAN BENITO HIGH SCHOOL, Hollister, CA
Interviews for Secondary Teachers will be held at the
Doubletree Inn, Spokane, WA, on February 23, 2001,
focusing on Mathematics, English, and Special Education .
Salary Range (2000-2001): $38,177-$67,342
plus excellent benefits
TO SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW
Call (831)637-5831 x 145 By February 14th
eO-tJJt'o@sbhcd k12 ca uc
www sbhsd.k12 ca.us

Vagina Monologues Friday
at Riverpoint auditorium
Solomon Pech
R,pmer

As an adolescent in middle school I used to like to yell
out PENIS in order to get a reactions out of my peers.
Most of them would giggle or tell me to shut up. Recently, you may have heard something similar being yelled
out on this campus. The word is VAGINA. If you recoiled a little, you're not alone.
The reason you may have heard this is because there is
a production going on in our area called the Vagina Monologues. It is a celebration of equality, diversity, and culture.
It is a celebration of non-violence. Specifically, it is a set of
vignettes composed to promote the end of sexual violence against women.
Originally it was a book written four years ago by Eve
Ensler. The text was transcribed into a play. The play itself
sold out in New York when it opened and has since been
performed around the world. Two years ago, the college
initiative was set into motion. This movement made it
possible for college organizations to perform the play three
times over a one-week period in February for free.
Elodie Daquila, an undergraduate student here at Eastern, has been heading this event. She started work on it
back in October of 2000. She is one of the 7 actress readers
and the producer of the show. Also on the bill are a faculty

member, Evelyn Renshaw, who is also a stage manager
for the Spokane Civic Theatre, two student actors, and
a professional, Nicole Hicks, who studied at the A.A.P.A.
in New York City.
The show will be presented on Friday, February 9,h
at 7 p.m. at the Riverpoint auditorium, in Spokane.
The show will be here Wednesday the 14"' and Thursday the 15'hat 7 p.m. in Showalter Hall auditorium. The
suggested admission prices are $3 for students, and $5
forthe general public.
All the proceeds from the event go to charitable organizations. The Downtown Women's Shelter for one
and the other is the Spokane Sexual Assault Center or
Lutheran Social Services of Washington and Idaho. Although these two organizations did agree to receive
these proceeds, the original organization chosen to receive the entirety of the monies earned from the play
declined because of the name of the production.
A good reason to come and see this is because each
dollar supports great organizations. For example, 24
dollars feeds and rooms a woman for a night at the
Women's Shelter. To be frank, violence and sexual assault is wrong. With the exception of prisons, violence
and sexual assault against women is much more rampant than with men. For both genders, sexual violence
is far more widespread than it should be. So come out
educate yourself and get involved in this noble effort.

FOR PEOPLE WHO
THINK THERE'S MORE TO
LIFE THAN A PAYCHECK.
If you're a yo ung
man or woman looking
at a humdrum future,
there's a challengi ng
alternative-the Army.
Not just the
more than 200 skills
to choose from, but
the lifestyle. The
chance to I.ravel, to
become fit and tJ·im and exercise your mental muscles,
too. To do things you didn't think you could do. To be
proud of yourself and your country.
And you get a pretty good paycheck, too.

509-535-1871

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
www.goarmy.com

'Visit us at www.easterneronfine.com
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Kicking it in McDavis' Karate class
Sara Leaming
Rrpr,rfrr

In the Phase wrestling room, 20 srudenrs ran
circles on red padded mats. The rur m the ,vu1dowless room smelled sweetly of sweat.•\s they
ran, the srudents counted in Japanese. This is their
D010, or school, foe the next hour.
"Chi! Ni!. San!, Slu!, Go!" they shouted.
Then, facing each other in a circle, rhey began
pracacmg a series of punches and kicks, kno\vn as
standmg basics. They shout a phrase in Japanese
,vith every movement.
These students are 111 one of two self-defense and Karnte classes taughr at Eastern Washington Urnversity. Karate has been part of the
curriculum since 1973, when Sensei Bruce
~lcDav1s came on-board.
"Taking 1-~arate at Eastern gives students an
opporruruty to get a cross-cultural education,"
he said.
l\lcDav,s, a SLxth degree black belt, has been
practJcrng Karate for 32 years. He srarred the karate club ar Eastern.
"I wanted ro do something different 1n college where I could stay m shape, bur that had a
longeviry to 11." t\lcDav1s sa1d.
The Karate IS an Okinawan style called Go1u
Rvu, which was founded by Chojun l\Lyag1 m
the 1930s, but has roors as far back as the 1800s.
Karnre 1s a combination of self-defense,
physical ab1liry, balance, coordinatton, concentrnrton and harmonr through oneness with the
body and mind.
The srudy of i\lara.1.1 a,-rs teaches students chsc1pline and self-confidence, ~lcDavts s:ud.
When you come to lus class, you should be
readr ro work. "Class tune 1s not to be wasted, but
a tlrnc to be spenr learning mru:tml arrs," he said

1n

Scnset I\lcDav1s detrulnds respect from his students because Karate requires dedication, lfltense

concentration and hard work
For e.xamplel students must bow before and
after an exercise, as a sign of respect for the an and
their fellow students. 1l1ey are required ro wear
the G,, the wlute cotton uruform, properly and
proudly.
Trndinonally, the Gi 1s "very plrun and whirc. as
a symbol of pureness of spint," s:ud /.lcDavts.
Karate's discipline should not be confused With
military chsc1pltne. There is rhe need for rules, bur
the chfference IS rhat the disctpltne taught m J-:.'lr.lte
is ulumarelv out of respect and love of maraal

arts, and respect for your reacher.
Kellen i\fartin, a 2 1ki-9uarter Karate student at
Eastern, said that Sensei l\lcOavis likes his srudenrs to respect rhea.rt. "Jf we respect \um he will
respect us," t-.fartin said.
i\kDavis expects his srudents ro come to each
class session and ro uy and reach rhei.r porcntiaL
TI1at is why It is so imporranr ro have rules and
gwdelines.
u.-\.r first ir's a culture shock," 0-IcOavis said of
rhe tramt.ng. "Srudents should try and have an
open mind and leam about a different culrure."
~kOavis notes rhar wirhm rhe last IO years,
Karate has become popular with women. Now

.,
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••
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••
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•
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he has classes that have 19 women and only rwo
men.
"\"Xie now live in an age where It is OK for
women ro discover their awn poweri" f\lcOavis
said. 'Tocse women a.re setting a standard for the
won1en ta come
The women he 1s insrmccing th.is quarter are
strong and enthusiastic.
'1 t's a joy to teach rhem. They come into chss
ready ro work hard," he said.
The greatest benefit of m,'lrtml arts, he says, is
that "it is a place where you are resred on your
patience."
In Japan, if someone were arrogant, they
would nor be allowed to mun. They would sit and
watch before they were allowed to parric1pare as a
test of their patience "-nd co1rui11011ent to the arr.
Several aspects of Kanue can be carried over
inro our everyday Lives. Snidenrs who have respect
for something have respect for themselves and
others.
~IcDavis retches two ~lasses each quarter, which
are listed 111 the course schedule. He also runs a
Dojo 111 south Spokane called Jundokan Sourh.
To reach Sense1 f\fcDavis abour classes at his D010
m Spokane, call 536-9447
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Ron Jeremy's "S&M '' show
Solomon Pech
R,pt,:r

I first heard the name Ron Jeremy on a Sublime song and I never thought I would see him
for any reason other then happening upon one of
his videos being plaxed at a drunken party. However, I have now seen him twice.
Once while I was living in Ames, Iowa, I met
him in the local porn shop, Pleasure Palace. His gig
then was touring with another porn star, Siren,
around the country signing tapes, shirts and body
parts, so four other Gumby's Pizza's employees
and I closed the store, threw on some brand new
Gumby's shirts, grabbed a 12-inch sausage pizza
with some special illustrations on it and went downtown to meet the man. We got some photos with
him and a few autographs and we also gave him a
T-shirt. He was nasty and amusing.
This time he was putting on a so-called S&M
show at Outback Jack's. About a half hour after
the show was supposed to start, Ron was introduced and he rushed onstage.

After he made a few preliminary comments
about the M.C. in order to make a smooth segue
he said, "I am living proof that anyone can get
laid!"
Almost nothing could be more true. Get this;
Ron is about 5'5", forty years old, and at least two
hundred pounds. He looks like he is balding, and
well ... he is a porn star. I mean really, you don't
get much more unattractive physically.
I then thought that he must have been more
attractive when he was younger, right? Wrong. I
saw some pies of him when he was in his twenties, and nothing has changed. Thus, I am guessing that he's so famous because he hasn't died of
some nasty disease and he is completely nonthreatening to men.
Ron said it himself, "If it weren't for porno, I
wouldn't get laid at all. I mean, just look at me."
I must say that he seemed very nice and he
could laugh at himself. His jokes were good and
not all of them were complete futh. He played the
old dirty man role really well as he conducted the
contest but not so much as to be disgusting. I was
somewhat impressed.

The rest of the show pretty well stunk up the
place. There was the' spit or swallow' contest. Four
contestants spat or swallowed various food items
until one was left. This included clam juice and
many other slimy smelly looking food items.
Then there was the banana-eating contest. This
was a competition rigged to exploirwomen, go
figure. I must say that the women were willing
and did a fine job of drunkenly exploiting themselves for the applause of about a hundred people
or so. The most amusing pan of this competition
was when a slightly overweight, lesbian submissive got more applause from the audience in one
segment that should have won herthe competition, but the judges denied it.
Overall, it was an okay time. I would say most of
us walked away from the experience feeling pretty
good about ourselves. I asked Ron later if he remembered Gum by' s and Ames, Iowa and he said that he
still had the T-shirt, so that was cool
Lastly, I must give Mr. Jeremy props for one
thing. He actually did a cinematic comedy with the
creators of South Park. The movie, "Orgazmo" is
absolutely a side splitter. If you can laugh at your-

• Jeremy in usual secular setting
self and your own hang-ups, you'll love it. Dare I
say that this is my most favorite movie of all time?
I have seen it twice so as not to ruin for mysell, but
it's hilarious. If you're ever 10 a bad mood and feel
up to some slightly nasty humor do rent it, you'll
enjoyit.

EVAWKAS: Old ideas, new edition
Nick Nash
Reporter
"Everything You Wanted to Know
About Sex*" (* But Were Afraid to Ask]
by David Ruben M.D., originally released in 1969, is considered "the most
successful book on human sexuality ever
published." Becoming a number one
bestseller in over 50 countries, it claims

to have been read and enjoyed by more
than 100 million people.
Under the heading of an "all new
edition" in its second-printing and
claiming to be 96.9% different from the
original, Ruben has updated his most
famous work to incorporate the changes
in the medical aspects of human sexuality that have taken place since I 969.
Divided into 16 parts, ranging from
"Beyond the Birds and Bees," to "Sep-

tember sex," "Everything You Always
Wanted to Know About Sex"
[EY AWKAS] covers in depth a wide
variety of questions equally weighted
toward males and females, in an ongo-.
ing conversational format that asks a
question, answers it, and then asks another question related to the answer of
the first. Although this format makes
it hard to leaf through and look for
specific information, an extremely thor-
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ough index is provided to help locate
any subject covered in the book.
The most impressive characteristic
of the book is not the questions it asks
and answers, but rather the openness
and objectivity with which each question is approached.
In his first chapter, Ruben says "the
control of our sexual knowledge and
information has been in the hands of
those least qualified scientifically and
emotionally to lead us. It has been in
the hands of people who've tried to
suppress and deny the most human
of all human feelings-our sexual instincts."
Never leaving his objective and open
view, questions are answered by Ruben
without euphemisms or sidestepping,
and nothing is "taboo," be it masturbation (chapter 9), sexual perversion (chapter 10), prostitution (chapter l l), or abortion (chapter 13).
Mixing his objectivity and medical explanations with language th.at is easily read
and understandable, the book oruy slows
down when Ruben's humor become.
foolish.
When EY A WKAS actually gm
down to the sex in chapter four (properly enmled "Sex-ual Intercourse"), the
image of a male and lemale Mmian,
entering through J bedroom win do"
to question a male and female eanhltng
about sex becomes too .,bsurd to continue reading. These str.mge interlude,
are rare, however, andqwckly )?,I\ c \\ .l\

page after page of questions.
Although EYA WK.AS does include a chapter on homosexuality, and
much of the information throughout
the book is general enough to penain
to heterosexuals and homosexuals
alike, the book is very much directed at
the heterosexual.
The chapter on homosexuality begins with an "Important Note" stating
that "nothing in this chapter should
be-or can be-interpreted as being
against or in favor of homosex-uality "
Much of the language used throughout the chapter almost contradicts this
statement. Specifically the statement
that, "Homosex-uality is a .:ondition."
Throughout the whole chJpter
which is divided among both male
and female, there isn't anv form of
sex mentioned that involves a relauonshtp otherthm J chance meeting,
and the homosexual m.,le ts portrayed as a being that seems almost
incapable of parttc1pattng in longterm relationships.
Though FYA \\'KASI geared toward the heterose1,.-ual, 1t 1S a wcll v. nt
ten md ea.silv undcrst.tndable book lt,
appro.1.:h ol objcctiw opcnnc,s make,
it f.tr s\lpenor to .m .1\ er.1gc.~ sc,-u.ll-c.·du-tat,un le. tbuok. Thou~h you nu ht
to

not ''-·J.Iu ll.1 h.1, L" 1t on} u1 ""ot

t.'t.

t..1hle

when \ourg1.mdp.u-ems-om o rf
Jinne1 [.is ,ts bni;ht, cllo" , o, n,
to nms ], 1t "" onh n·.1d1n
the need.
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Gamer takes cause for
the Sega Dreamcast
I'd rather push my Dreamcast than drive a Playstation 2
Eugene Purnell
R,pnri,r

Some D\'D players are far less e.-q,ensive than a PS2. l\lany of the
Sony faithful would then say, "So, what is your poU1t?" Twould then say,

you have just proved it. I beli~ve that the Sony sancrified would buy
freeze-dcied elephant turds covered in chocolate if a joystick was atmched.
'.\Jany owners of the original Playstation never played a Sega Saturn
system; yet, the Saturn was consrancly bashed, smashed, and hashed by
the Playstation users. They would use terms like "lame" and "Seg,i
sucks" to describe their feelings toward anythU1g th,,t Sega creates.
Well, the ouch IS, I own a Plavsration, Sega S.,rum and Dreamcast. I
love my Saturn and my Dreamcast. Furthermore, I even en1oy my
Playsraoon..-\!though, I must say that, I moscly play my Saturn and
Dreamcast. I personally could not srand 3-D games on console systems
when they first came out.
The Playsration gave a pome e.=ple of why people should be
proud of thcr looks. Human beings on the Playsration looked like Lego
blocks. People had slits for mouths, Jagged bodies, blocJ..,, heads, blocJ..-y
anns, and legs and Just looked blocked out.
The Playsranon does have some 2-D games; however, cl,e ocigm,11
PL,ysraoon IS moscly a 3-D system. It can do 2-D. However, the systems
above pro'1de much better quality 2-D arum.,aon.
If j'OU like 3-0, the Dreamcast, PS2, and the proverbial :'-lac and PC
are the current and best ch01ces. However, :-.licrosofr will release cl,e XBox tlus rear. The X-Box is projected to be released around September
of tlus year I look forward to 1t. I h.we seen the demos; however, demos
mean nothing ro me. The specs are mcrechble; yet, the gan,es aie what I
want ro see. It should be able to produce quality 2-D and 3-D games. It
will probably reratl for around $299.99 as well I-lowe\·er, ortly orne will
tell Ullts C\Se.
\~~U my dear readers, Tcould tell you to Rm out and get a Dreamcast.
I could tell you that you can pL1y son,e awesome games like, Soul Calibur
[an angelically 3-D graphical encounter with heaven], Capcom \'s SNK
[which, as the name U11plies, is an all out fighter's dream game], Railroad
Tycoon !I [a strategy game that teaches you a little about econorrucs],

For those of you gamers our there, tlus article is for you. I was told
after amvmg back &om my much-needed break after last quaner that
Campus Life Editor :\dnan Workman wrote about Son/s PlaySration2.
Of course, those of you who are mto ,~deo games know that Sony
released their system lJ1 the US to much hoopla lJ1 the fourth quaner of
last year. Idiots were paJ~ upwards of SS,000 for a PS2 on E-bay. I
would have loved to have one then just to sell ,r to some Sony sicko
Sonys purpose was clear. They created an artific1,1I shortage ro drive up
consumer interest. Essenaally, they were hyping the hype. I believe th,11
a lot of the 'Sony sancofied' claim the shortage ,vas genuine. However,
Sony represenraoves srated th,1t they would have millions of systems
out IJ)• nO\v. Well, It seems there are no PS2s lJ1 the Spokane area for sale.
If you look lJ1 the Spokesman Rcvie,v, you are likely to find one for a
prull)· $400-500 or more. I even drove past a house lJ1 Spokane with a
sign sa)'lng "l'S2 for sale!"
That really,m.'l."1!ll17.es my uoliry. ThU1k econorrucs. The Dreamcast
system is $149.99, and you can get on the Internet. I use SISN.-\ to
connect to the Internet on my Dreamcasr. ;\Jany of the Sony loyahsts
have srared th,1t you cannot get on the Internet with the Dreamcast.
That JUSt shows the blaranr ignorance of the average Playsranon user.
They also forget 10 tell you th,11 d,e PS2 is not lnremer ready our of the
box. PS2 users h.we the ability roger on the Internet once they buy the
broadband ad1pter dmt wtll be released L11er this year, 1f cl,ere are no more
self-rnfhcred shortages by Sony.
11,e acnral poce of the broadband adapter has not been srared. hO\vever, I believe PS2 users will lmve to spend ar least $50.00 for u. The PS2
system comes with a demo disk and one conrroller. It comes with no
games, bur you can get a unlit)• disk if you can man,,ge to obram the
Japanese version The reratl on this 1n US doll= is 299.99, 1f vou can
find It at an honest reratler .. \.roficial shorrages c«-ate aro6CL11 paces.
I entered a drawmg ar Comp US.\ because 1t seemed like a
chance to \Vlfl a PS2. \~1,en my name was called, I was ccsraoc
People have been pa11ng rent mone, fo1 a PS2 and I had apparently 1u:,,t won one. l t turned our thar 1 won rhe ch,-mce ro bu~· a
PS2.
( lne might ask: I-I.we I ever pbyed a rs2, Do I own
a PS:P Do I hate Sony? Do 1 even own a PLtysmnon;, T recently
got a ch;mce ro 1esr dove a PS2 at Babbages m the Northrown
~ !all. It was not h.,d. l-10\vever, It was far from groundbreaking I
found It most dehoous di;u ther later did screen compaosons of
the PS2 and Dreamc:isr systems. Tuer had both srstems up and
runr,rng so th,11 consumers could acrualll' sec the graphical abilit)·
of both of rhem The Dreamcast shone like the sun ,ifter a stonn.
llie PS2 looked like rr \\'as srrugghng through a monsoon. The
Dreamcasrs graphics were boght, clear, beaunful and derailed The
PS2's un.,gcs ,vere 1agged Vook for little ch:unsaw-hke odges on
1n1,,ges], blurry and displayed an enom10us ability for repeoove
color sU11plificaoon
The PS2 uses five or six colors O\'Cr and over m \'a.OOUS shades.
...with a
PS2 O\vners and de\'Otees would then say, "It can play D\ Us."
\X1w, ves rt can I-10\ve\·er, how many D\ 'D games are out for the
Graduate Degree
PS2; There .ire no PS2 games currently out that rake advanrage of
from
Eastern
the D\ 1) tc-chnology rt h.1S. \s far as warchtng mo'1es on the PS2
Washington University
goes, why; 0\ 'D pb,rers arc far easier ro use Their conrrol funcoom are supcoor ,md the\· .ire far more durable.

Street Fighter 111 [which many fight fans rrughr en1oy), Legacy of lsa1n;
Soul Reaver [a beautiful and deadly game of adventure], Sega Swul [a free
demo that is graphically simple but addicoveJ. Dead or .\live II [another
3-D fighrerJ,>;aJ-.-urn \X:us and Sak-urn \"½rs II Limited Edmon [oag,n.1lly
Sega Sa.rum m.Wrary funmsy sunula.non games now on the Oreamcasr m
Japan] or vanous orJ,er gorgeous gllmes that would rake up a whole
page for me to hst.
The Sega Dreamcasr is the fusr video ganie console t.h.'lt you CM use
to connect to the lntemer tight our of 1rs box. However. Clld you know
ir is nor the first video game console that can connect to rhe 1nremet;.

Tutt hwnble and honorable tide goes to the Sega Saturn.
You heaid me oght. The Seg:1 Saturn had Internet capability with rhe
moden, [sold separately] that fa U1to the carcndge slot on the system. I
play my S.1turn 01, a sornewh." regul'lr basis and I do use my Sega Saturn
modem to connect to the Internet through SISN. \. You can use SISN.-\'s
services on the Dreamcast and Sega S.1rum. So, for all of you PL,ysranon
fun.1ocs who claim supeoooty, choke on those facts.
I could rant all day long about d,e v1UJous defects of the oogu,al
Playsraoon, such as bad CD-RO~! drives, overheaang, audio skippU1g,
controller breakdowns and such. I had to have 2 PL1ysraoons repaired.
You consrn.nrly r~d m g.unmg forums on rhe lnrerner about broken

Plays moons.
Eleco:omc Ganung ;\lonthly focused on this issue a couple of years
ago. Ir compared the dependability of the Playsraoon, Saturn and N6-1.
The Playsration was on d,e rop of the hst as far as defects go. The Saturn
came 1n dead L1St lll the defect deparrment. It was given an.\+ grade for
dependab1liry. 11,e N6-1 was also prrused for its depend1bilit)·
In short, my fellow gamers, ler your taste determine your gammg
needs. Do not be conswned b)• the hype.

Yourself...
Eastern Washington University offers over 40 programs in
diverse fields; many of these programs are convenient and
flexible for working professionals. Courses are held on the
main campus in Cheney as well as EWU's two Spokane
locations during evenings and weekends.
·1credit the Master of PubllC Admimstratron Program
w1Ih facrlilatrng the right mix of professmnal
connections and practiCdl e~perience thal led to me
attaining Ille posttion 1 hold today I contmue to use
the professional expertise of !he faculty on dtllerent
issues with great success ·

- Jennifer Pearson - Stapleton
MPA ·95
Executive Director,
Spokane County
Domeshc Violence Consortium

For more infonnation about
spedfi< EWU graduate
programs, please conlJd the
Graduate Studies Office al

1509/359-6197 or e·mJi/ o1t
gradprograms ..i'mail.ewu.edu
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Missed opportunities hurt Eagles
By Jeremy

]\ fuck

Rrporl<r

A Eastern 's Jason Lewis scores a couple in

Going mto last Sarurday1s ult
against Big Skr foe \X'eber State, the
Eastern \X'aslungton Eagles needed ro
win in order ro be the leaders of the
Big Sky Conference gotng inro the second half of
the season.
Un fortunatelr, the
E a g I e s
couldn't rake
advantage of a
TONIGHT
golden opporl\JontanaSt.
tumn·
·,a
F.asrcrn
EWU
had tts lowest
'p.m.
shoor111g percentage of the
season ar 29
percent, losmg
ro rhe \X'1ldcats
70-64. Three
of the Eagles'
starters, Chrts
Whtte, .\aron Olson, and Jamal
Jones, went l -for- 1""' .
" \"X'e had three srnrrers char were
a combined 1-for- 17," Eastern head
coach Ray Gtacolem said. «You're nor
going to w111 a basketball game shoot-

Saturday's 70-64 loss to visiting Weber St.

ing rhar

.,'~
" "j.,
~

Jason Lewis led rhe Eagles with
25 points I-le was also a perfect I 6
for- 16 from the free throw lrne
"I-le d,d a great 106 of getung
us into things, and taking care of
business at the free rhro,v line,''
Giacoletn said of Lewis .
Eastern led 30-29 at halfume.
TI1ey had led most of the second half,
but \X'eber State went on a 14-5 run
to rake the lead 56-50. Eastern aed
the game at 64 wtth '.!: 13 left in the
second half. But ther would not
come back, as rhey nussed rwo shors
and turned the ball over three wnes
111 rhc final minutes.
"\X'c have to knock down
shots and we have to believe. ( )ur
defense needs to srny consistent, but
we need ro bcl1cvc we can iump up
and knock some shots down," satd
Giacoleru.
" 'ith the loss, Eastern drop s ro
5-3 10 rhe Big Sky, I 0-8 overall, while
\'{'eber State 1s 111 a first place ae wirh
Cal State-Norrhndge at 6-2. \'\'ebcr
St.1re 1s 1 I .7 overall.
Ton1ghr, Eastern cont1nues
their homcsrnnd against ;\fonrana
State. ;\ [o ntana will come to Cheney
on Sarurday.

DID YOU KNOW?
Eastern is now I 0-0
when it shoots 50.0
percent or better from
the field, and 1-8 when
it shoots less than 46.7
percent. In those 10
wins, the Eagles have
made 52.5 percent on the
offensive end of the
floor, while limiting
opponents to 43 .6
percent shooting from
the field, including just
39 .5 percent (105-of266) in the second half.
Eastern currently is
fourth in the Big Sky in
field goal percentage at
48.0 percent for the
season, and eighth in
field goal percentage
defense at 46.9.

WilY"

Big Sky Conference

Standings
Cal St. North 6-2, 13-8
Weber St. 6-2, 11-7
Mont. St.
5-2, 13-7
fJNJ
Er3, 1<M
North.Ariz. 44, 10-9
3-5,6-13
Port. St.
2-4,6-11
Idaho St.
2-5,7-11
Mont
0-6,3-14
Sac.St

Scoreboard

Qoo9

~t;ow
~•9Jtbn11'18

contestAnts oeeAe~
_.free monfD
up to S7f!

CAtl lS9-48J9

Friday College Night
DJ K. 0. WAX
Playing your favorite dance music!

College Night!
If you ' re in the door before 11 :00pm,
with your college LO. , you can receive
$2.00 off the cot ofadmis ion!

Saturday, J an. 27
Weber St. 70 , EWU 64
Cal. St. North. 74, Mont. 65
Mont. St. 84, North. Ariz. 79
Port. St. 87, ldaho St. 83(OT)

4700 SELTICE WAY, COEUR d'ALENE.
ID
(208) 676-9938
* MUST HAVE VALID IDTO ENTER •
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XFl To Debut On Saturdav ladies reelinus aner win
M

By Jeremy

Kluck

l'i.\l Gl RAI GA \IE

RrporJtr

It has been almost a year since \X'\VF
owner Vince ~Icl\fahon announced the forma-

t10n of the XFL :llc:llahon, who has turned
the \V\'l'F into a mult1-mJ!l1on dollar industry, hopes to do the same for the XFL.
The XFL consists of eight teams, the B1rmmgham Bolts, Chicago Enforcers, Las Vegas
Outlaws, Los .\ngeles Xrrcme, :--Iemphis
~lan1ax, New York/New Jersey Hitmen, Orlando Rage. and the San Francisco Demons.

Each ,earn wtll play w- games, bur unl.tke the
NFL, there ts no bye week. The top two reams
m each d1V1s1on go to the playoffs The champ1onsh1p game will be on .\pal 21. The XFL
1s the alternative ro the National Football
League. \X'htle 1hc NFL is considered the "No
Fun League", the XFL well allow ItS plavers to
celebrate after making a big play, such as a 9uarrcrback sack .\s ~fc'.\lahon put It, "If a guy
blasts a 9uarrerback and knocks h11n halfway

Saturday

NY/NJ HITMEN
@

LAS VEGAS OUTLAWS,
5 pm. IIBC

inro rhe srnnds, bcheve me, I wan1 him to celebrate."
There will also be a "no fiur catch rule
1n place That means that the punt returner
has ro cerurn the hall after It 1s punted. But
the returner wtll be protected by a five-yard
halo, prorecang bun from any oncomJng tack10

ler unttl the ball 1s caught .\ny ball that 1s
kicked 25 yards or more 1s a live ball that can
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Eagles hit the road to play both Montana teams

The Eagles take the Montana road tnp
this week as they face MSU on Feb. 1 and
Montana on Feb. 3. EWU takes a 3-5 Big Sky
record into the week and needs a crucial road
win to keep 1n the hunt for the BSC tournament. The Eagles are 8-16 against Montana
State in conference play but 23-24 overall.
Earlier in the season, tbe Bobcats beat EWU
71-56 in a game that was dominated by the
inside play of Isabel Stubbs who scored 24
points. In that contest, Janelle Ruen had 15
points to lead all Eagle scorers and Molly
Carlson had three, blocked shots.
Montana struggled agatnst EWU at
Cheney earlier 1n the season. They held a
slim one point halftime lead after coach
Robin Selvig pulled his starters after sJx minutes of play and an eight point EWU lead .
Montana pulled away after a three point lead
at 7:38 in the game to seal th·c 13 point victory, 58-45. Allie Bailiey had her best overall effort of the season with 16 points, 18
rebounds (season best), and six blocked shots
(career best) in the contest. The all-time senes between E\VU and t-lontana stands at
2-22
in
conference
games.
Last Week: The Eagles went 1-1 last week
beanng Sac State 67 -54 and losing at Weber
51 -39. The Eagles continued their mconsis-

tent field goal percentages shooting 30 percent m the Sac State wtn and 31 percent
against
Weber.
At Sacramento, three Eagles scored u1
double figures tn the 67-54 wtn including
Jamie Granger and Kelli Pilkington with 12
and Jennifer Paluck with 11. Pilkington
scored her second double-double of the season adding 11 rebounds to her pomt total.
1'Iichelle Demetruk added sue assists in the
contest. The Eagles played the first half with
80 percent free throw shooting, 55 percent
field goal shooting but faded u, the second
half letting a 20 point lead dwindle to a 13
point victory ,vith 24 percent shooung from
the field and rrusstng theu only two free
throw
attempts
\gainst Weber, the Eagles struggled from
the begmning. Shooting a cold 23 percent tn
the first half, the Eagles had thetr lowest
point total of the season losing 51-39. They
had thetr second lowest field goal percentage of the season (.333) and tied for the lowest number of shots made m a game (16).
E\VU made only two three-pomt shots m
the game, both in the second half. They were
led in scoring by .\!lie Batley and Molly
Ca.rlson with nine potnts each.

be recovered by euher te.tm .
. \ fter a team scores a touchdown, ms read

of kicking the easy P.\ T, they have to run or
pass

Jt in to

the end zone to score one po1nr.

Bue 1f the ball 1s fumbled or intercepted, the
defense can return the ball for a pornt
.\s 111 college football, a receiver or a

defender onlr needs one foo, in bounds ro
make a reccpuon or an inrcrccprion .-\nd yes,
the quarterback will get some protecuon, 1f

ther should slide or give rhcmseh-es up
Headslaps will be 1llcgal also
So who IS going 10 play m the XFl2 The
ralent pool isn't as nch as the ]\; FL, bur there
are many former NFL plarers that will play
m the XFL, includtng former Chicago Bears
and Heisman Trophv running back Rashaan
Salaam, who will play for the ~Iemph1s
l\fan1ax
Former Californrn srnndour Par

Barnes will be the San Franc1sco Demons starting 9uarterback, and former Washington defenS1ve end Jason Chorak 1s a member of the
Clucago Enforcers. ,\lvm Harper, one of 1he
Dallas Cowbovs' ftne receivers 111 rhe carlr
I 990s, will be on the :llamax roster
Now don't expecr the X.FL m o,·errake

the '\FL. Just expect some hard h,rung, smashmouth football Will the XFL be scripted, l.tke
the \'{'\'l'H That probabh- won't happen
These are professional football players, not
professional wrestlers. Who will wm the XFL
Champ10nsh1p; You 1ust have to watch and
find out.

IFL SCHEDULE
Saturday
New York/New Jersey Hitmen at Las Vegas Outlaws, 5 PM NBC
Chicago Enforcers at Orlando Rage, 5 PM NBC
Sunday
·
Memphis Maniax at Binningham Bolts, TBA
Los Angeles Xtreme at San Francisco Demons, I PM TNN

Place your ad
here! Call
359-7010 for
more
information
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OPPORTUNITIES

SPORTS MINDED

Sick children need your help now!

Health and Nutrition company expanding locally.
Pt/Ft. Must have neat appearance and positive attitude.
Call 893-9268

Donate your life-saving blood plasma & receive

MARKETING ASSISTANT

METLIFE FINANCIAL SERVICES
$1 0/hour1 20 hours/week1 flexible schedule.

Good communication skills,
ability to work on your own.
Business/Communications background is a plus.
Assist financial services reps in all aspects of
investments and insurance.
Call Chris or Mike to set up interview at 363-0288.

SERVICES
Valentine 's Special!
Donna 's Day Spa
French Tips S20
235-8599

$25TODAY!
(for approx. 2 hours)

Call or stop by:
Nabi Biomedical Center,
West 104 3'd Ave .• Spokane

509-624-1252
9621 East Sprague Ave. , Spokane

509-926-1881
Fm&do~may,ary.

www.nabi.com

Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn$ 1,000-$2.000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event. No sales
required . Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call toda) !
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238. or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

'Visit us at www.easterneronfzize.com
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WE HIT #1
OR JAY-LOSES

-A BODY PART
I

I

10501M
COMEDY

TALK

RADIO

http //1050am corn0dyworld.com

